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8 things to master as a brand



Today we’ll cover…

• Facebook
• New algorithm 

• Instagram
• Content creation

• User-generated photos 

• Influencers



1. Don’t be intimidated by Facebook’s algorithm  



News feed signals
Facebook looks at: 

• Type of content
• Informative?

• Engagement
• Likes, comments, shares

• Time spent on post

• Time posted

Other considerations:

• Profile completeness 

• Engagement with other people



What’s meaningful wins

• New algorithm will prioritize meaningful interactions
• Person to person > person to page

• More thoughtful responses and interactions will be preferred  

What does it mean for businesses and organizations?



2. Continue to be interesting

• Continue posting to elicit engagement and conversation

• Be active with other pages, and the overall Facebook community

Ask yourself: 

• Is what I’m posting engaging?

• Are people interacting with the posts?

• Am I engaging with other people outside of my posts?  







3. Engage at a deeper level

• Think about how to generate engagement between two people

• It’s not all about generating engagement between person and page

• Think about conversation-starters
• Videos

• Stories 

• Questions









No more “click-bait!”



4. Get comfortable with trying new things

• Engage with other pages and join in other conversations (not ONLY on your page!)

• Facebook Live

• Be visual 
• Share photos/videos - this hasn’t changed!

(What is better than being in the tourism industry in Maine?!)

• Ask questions

• Facebook ads

• Be true to you and your audience
• What benefits does your business/organization provide to your followers?
• Why do they follow you?
• Think about what value you can provide  







Don’t give up

• The algorithm’s roll-out will happen over the next few months 

• Businesses may see decline in:
• Reach

• Watch time

• Referral traffic

• The beauty of social media is that you can monitor what’s working 
and what isn’t and make adjustments

• …and the algorithm will change again! 



5. Tap into user-generated content







6. Identify influencers 

A social media influencer is a user on social media who has established 
credibility in a specific industry. 

They can have huge followings –or fewer followers but a specific niche 
or topic that is relevant to you

•Media

•Bloggers

•Celebrities

•“Real” people







HB MERTZ AND NORTHEAST COLLECTIVE

•16 participants

•More than 60 posts —11 by HB Mertz

•27 Instagram stories by HB Mertz in Maine

•Engagmenton HB Mertz’s posts tagging @visitmaine: 42.5K

•Potential reach on HB Mertz’s posts tagging @visitmaine: 66.3K
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A Week in Maine
With Allagash 
Brewing



The Idea
Bring our love for Maine (and 
food!) to life in a compelling and 
dramatic fashion
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The plan

Day 1 Georgetown & Five Islands

Day 2 Cheese tasting & farm dinner

Day 3 Coffee cupping, surfing, oyster farm

Day 4 Blueberries, baking, beer, sunset cruise

Day 5 Lobstering in Southwest Harbor

Day 6 A.M. Hike in Acadia & Popovers

Day 7 …We rested
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Making our dream 
into a reality

Planning for August 2017 began 
8 months earlier 
with a 6 person team.
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Results

Impressions 
+266% 

Engagements 
+100%

Friends 
re-shared
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Influencers 
created 



Key Learnings

Passion first More content = 
more impressions

Be the influencer you 
want to see in the 

world



The right influencers

• Relevance–is the content the influencer shares relevant to your 
business/organization?

• Reach–does the influencer reach an audience large enough to bring 
you value?

• Resonance–will your content be meaningful and relevant to the 
influencer’s audience



Getting started

• Research
• Refer to MOT’s research

• Who has a strong online presence 
that matches your brand

• Develop a “most-wanted” 
influencer list

• Develop a plan
• Start by “liking” and commenting

• Communicate with your “most-
wanted” list

1. Choose five influencers to 
engage with
3. Comment on or “like” the 
influencers’ posts
3. Work on establishing a 
relationship
4. Use services like Alexa and 
Kloutto vet influencers

TO DO LIST: 



7. Use the platform’s tools

• Instagram Stories

• Search feature

• Direct messages

• Don’t forget the basics!
• Tagging

• Hashtagging

• Emojis



Instagram Stories



Instagram Stories



Search



Direct messages



8. Monitor yourself





Jeff Pillet-Shore
Allagash Brewing 

Connect with Allagash:
@allagashbrewingcompany

@allagashbrewing

Whitney Moreau
Marshall Communications

Connect with VisitMaine:
@visitmaine

@visitmaine



Now, it’s time for what you all have been waiting for.

Cheers! 


